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Using data from 217 research reports (N ! 36,071, compared to 3,471 and 5,433 in previous
meta-analyses), this meta-analysis investigated the conceptual and methodological conditions
under which Implicit Association Tests (IATs) measuring attitudes, stereotypes, and identity
correlate with criterion measures of intergroup behavior. We found significant implicit–
criterion correlations (ICCs) and explicit– criterion correlations (ECCs), with unique contributions of implicit (" ! .14) and explicit measures (" ! .11) revealed by structural equation
modeling. ICCs were found to be highly heterogeneous, making moderator analyses necessary. Basic study features or conceptual variables did not account for any heterogeneity:
Unlike explicit measures, implicit measures predicted for all target groups and types of
behavior, and implicit, but not explicit, measures were equally associated with behaviors
varying in controllability and conscious awareness. However, ICCs differed greatly by
methodological features: Studies with a declared focus on ICCs, standard IATs rather than
variants, high-polarity attributes, behaviors measured in a relative (two categories present)
rather than absolute manner (single category present), and high implicit– criterion correspondence (k ! 13) produced a mean ICC of r ! .37. Studies scoring low on these variables (k !
6) produced an ICC of r ! .02. Examination of methodological properties—a novelty of this
meta-analysis—revealed that most studies were vastly underpowered and analytic strategies
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regularly ignored measurement error. Recommendations, along with online applications for
calculating statistical power and internal consistency are provided to improve future studies
on the implicit– criterion relationship.
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In recent decades, the study of social cognition, in particular the study of attitudes and beliefs about social groups,
has been dominated by the introduction of indirect measures
of mental content (Fazio & Olson, 2003). Unlike measures
of explicit cognition that rely on self-report to access mental
content, measures of implicit cognition rely on less controllable behaviors, such as response latencies or other responses that bypass conscious awareness. Early use of such
measures was to study category structure and semantic
associations (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971; Neely, 1976).
For instance, it was demonstrated that participants are faster
to respond to a target word like nurse if it is preceded by a
semantically related word such as doctor, as opposed to a
semantically unrelated word like bread. In the 1980s, researchers began using implicit measures to reveal the representation of social categories, and found that White and
Black primes facilitated responding to evaluatively or stereotypically consistent stimuli (Devine, 1989; Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell, & Kardes, 1986; Gaertner & McLaughlin, 1983).
The Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee,
& Schwartz, 1998) is one such measure, based on the
longstanding assumption that the speed and accuracy of
responses can serve as useful indicators of underlying mental processes (Luce, 1986). The IAT measures participants’
response latencies and accuracy in combined categorizations of category (e.g., young vs. elderly) and attribute
stimuli (e.g., good vs. bad). The relative strength of association between categories and attributes is inferred from
differences in response latencies across two types of trials:
ones in which participants sort stimuli in a congruent manner (e.g., same response for young and good stimuli and
same response for elderly and bad stimuli) versus ones in
which they sort stimuli in an incongruent manner (e.g., same
response for young and bad stimuli and same response for
elderly and good stimuli). For a demo of the IAT, visit the
Project Implicit educational website (http://implicit.harvard
.edu/). The IAT’s adaptation as a method is visible in the
over 10,000 citations it has received in theoretical and
empirical reports of social cognition broadly, including domains such as group perception, person perception, consumer preferences, close relationships, personality, clinical
disorders, and political behavior. Together, these studies
have provided new insights into the nature of implicit social
cognition by revealing construct validity (Nosek, Greenwald, & Banaji, 2005), dissociation and association between

implicit and explicit measures (Hofmann, Gawronski, Gschwendner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005), cultural and geographic
variation (Nosek et al., 2007), neural underpinnings (Phelps
et al., 2000), developmental comparisons (Dunham, Chen,
& Banaji, 2013), short-term malleability (Lai et al., 2014),
and change over cultural time (Charlesworth & Banaji,
2018).
In addition to dozens of studies that have established
construct validity, a substantial number of papers have
examined the relationship between performance on the IAT
and behavior in the domain of intergroup relations. That is,
investigators have asked to what extent, and under what
conditions, individual differences in implicit attitudes, stereotypes, and identity are associated with variation in behavior toward individuals as a function of their social group
membership.1 The interest in this issue stems from at least
two sources. First, the relationship between explicit measures of attitudes or beliefs and related behaviors has traditionally been used as an indication of the validity of selfreport data (LaPiere, 1934; Wicker, 1969). Second, an
association between intergroup cognition and intergroup
behavior has implications for societies committed to the
ideals of equality and nondiscrimination. Application of
these results can be seen in the domains of law, education,
business, and health care: Implicit measures are often used
to understand why group-based inequities remain in spite of
vast progress in explicit intergroup attitudes and beliefs,
which are often near neutral levels (Charlesworth & Banaji,
2018).
Typical examples of studies on the implicit– criterion
relationship include Amodio and Devine (2006), in which
seating distance from an African American target was predicted by a race attitude IAT. This study is also typical of
the field in that it was conducted in a lab setting. Less
typical examples include the following two studies. Rüsch,
Todd, Bodenhausen, Olschewski, and Corrigan (2010) correlated a mental illness/physical disability–shameful/proud
brief IAT with perceived legitimacy of discrimination
against individuals with mental illness in a sample of people
1
Of the three constructs, attitudes and stereotypes are most commonly
investigated in the context of implicit social cognition. Identity was also
selected for inclusion because (a) the self is central to a host of psychological theories (Swann & Bosson, 2010) and (b) there has been a steep
increase in the number of studies probing the relationship between implicit
identity and behavior, with a single effect size eligible for inclusion prior
to 2007, compared to 33 after 2007.
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with mental illness. Agerström and Rooth (2011) conducted
a field study with human resources managers in Sweden in
which an obese/normal weight– high performance/low performance stereotype IAT was used to predict hiring discrimination.
Over the past decade, two meta-analyses have been published on the relationship between the IAT and measures of
behavior (Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009;
Oswald, Mitchell, Blanton, Jaccard, & Tetlock, 2013).
Greenwald and colleagues’ meta-analysis included studies
in all available domains, ranging from intergroup discrimination and consumer preferences to personality and close
relationships. Oswald and colleagues conducted a second
meta-analysis, restricting their focus to studies involving
race and ethnicity. Since then, several significant developments have occurred, making a new meta-analysis, drawing
a different perimeter around existing studies, a necessity.
The first development justifying a new meta-analysis
emerged from the sheer amount of research on the relationship between the IAT and behavior generated over a short
period of time: In the domain of intergroup discrimination,
the Greenwald et al. (2009) meta-analysis synthesized data
from 3,471 participants and 62 research reports. Less than a
decade later, the current project was able to aggregate data
from 36,071 participants across 217 research reports. Second, the studies conducted since the publication of the
Greenwald et al. meta-analysis have not only grown in
number but have diversified in the quality and quantity of
variables represented across investigations, including the
target groups and types of behaviors examined. For instance, the studies included in previous meta-analyses by
Greenwald et al. and Oswald et al. focused primarily on race
and ethnicity, either due to availability or due to theoretical
considerations. By contrast, the current project covers all
domains of intergroup discrimination, including studies on
gender, age, sexuality, eating disorders, and other clinical
conditions. In addition, since 2007, studies have utilized
novel and socially consequential target behaviors, such as
resource allocation, physical and mental health, and academic performance. Finally, all research reports reviewed
by Greenwald and colleagues relied on work conducted in a
laboratory setting, whereas the current project was able to
include a substantial number of studies conducted in
real-world and online settings, using a considerably more
diverse pool of participants and ecologically meaningful
measures of behavior. Third, advances in statistical methodology now allow for explicit modeling of dependencies
among effect sizes extracted from the same study (Hedges,
Tipton, & Johnson, 2010) as well as for the appropriate
treatment of measurement error (Westfall & Yarkoni,
2016). Fourth, recent developments in the way psychological science is conducted, along with an increased focus on
the transparency of statistical analyses, the replicability of
results, and the standards for what constitutes good statis-
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tical evidence (e.g., Wagenmakers, Wetzels, Borsboom, van
der Maas, & Kievit, 2012) also add to the need for a new
review. The recent push toward open science makes it a
particularly fitting time to produce a meta-analytic database
that is sufficiently rich to be useful for additional investigation, and the preparation of this analysis was guided by
that imperative. Fifth, research on implicit social cognition
has witnessed higher levels of attention both from the general public and from governmental and commercial entities,
making regular reporting of what is known an added responsibility.
No meta-analysis can answer all possible questions of
interest. Therefore, following a discussion of overall metaanalytic results, including heterogeneity in effect sizes as
well as incremental predictive validity of implicit over
explicit measures and vice versa, our focus here is twofold.
First, we report discoveries about potential areas of improvement in study design and analytic strategies. Second,
we discuss three groups of more traditional moderator variables, including (a) basic study characteristics, (b) conceptual variables, and (c) methodological variables with implications for theory.

Methodological Shortcomings of the
Reviewed Studies
We view discoveries about shortcomings in study design
and data analysis as one of the primary contributions of the
present work. As such, in addition to the effects of specific
moderators discussed below, we address general issues of
incremental predictive validity and measurement error, publication bias, and statistical power. We believe that these
methodological considerations are paramount: If valid inferences about the relationship between implicit cognition
and behavior are of interest to the field of social cognition
and, by extension, to the general public, relevant studies
must be designed and conducted in such a way as to allow
for such inferences. The methodological shortcomings of
current studies make it especially important to focus on this
problem.

Basic Study Characteristics
A first group of moderator variables investigated concerns basic study characteristics such as the target group of
the study (e.g., race, gender, or sexuality), the type of
criterion behavior measured (e.g., person perception, resource allocation, or nonverbal measures), and the setting in
which the study took place (lab, online, or real-world setting). These variables stand to provide unique insight due to
their novelty; previous meta-analyses simply did not possess the variability needed to test their effects.
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Conceptual Moderators
The second group of moderators concerns various aspects
of theories developed in the domain of implicit social cognition. Given potential conceptual traps, we have chosen to
refer to the implicit– explicit distinction in terms of measures rather than in terms of underlying mental systems.
However, the outcome of this meta-analysis will have implications for mental systems, especially dual-process theories
(Strack & Deutsch, 2004; Wilson, Lindsey, & Schooler,
2000) as well as classic theories of the attitude– behavior
relationship (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977; Talaska, Fiske, &
Chaiken, 2008).
A primary set of conceptual variables emerged from existing
theories about the implicit– explicit distinction. First, it has
been argued that the social sensitivity of the domain, that is,
the extent to which expressing an attitude or performing a
behavior evokes concerns about appearing prejudiced, may
influence the strength of the relationship between attitudes
and behavior and do so differentially for explicit and implicit measures. Stronger impact of social sensitivity may be
expected on explicit– criterion correlations (ECCs) than
implicit– criterion correlations (ICCs). Second, a central element embedded in many definitions of implicit attitudes
and stereotypes is lack of controllability, that is, automatic
activation of mental content upon encountering a stimulus
(Fazio et al., 1986). The notion of implicit social cognition
as uncontrollable makes it plausible that implicit measures
should be especially highly correlated with behaviors that
are themselves expressed relatively automatically (e.g.,
nonverbal and other spontaneous behaviors). Similarly, a
hallmark of many definitions of implicit social cognition is
lack of conscious awareness, that is, the idea that, unlike
their explicit counterparts, implicit attitudes and stereotypes
are not amenable to introspection (Greenwald & Banaji,
1995). To the extent that this is the case, implicit attitudes
may be more closely associated with behavior in studies
where the hypothesis lies beyond participants’ conscious
awareness. Conversely, the opposite relationship may be
expected to emerge for explicit measures of cognition:
When controllability and conscious awareness are high,
participants have the ability to infer the meaning and goals
implied by the situation, and may, as a result, respond
consistently to the explicit and criterion measures.
Overall, dual-process theories posit a dissociation between ICCs and ECCs, with direct and separable effects of
implicit and explicit cognition on behavior. However, in a
recent paper, Greenwald and Banaji (2017) offered a possible alternative, noting that “[w]hen people attempt to
report on their conscious perceptions and judgments, they
do so not based on valid introspection, but by using traces
of past (possibly biased) experience to construct (possibly
invalid) theories of current data” (p. 868). The new idea
here is that implicit cognition may not affect behavior

directly; rather, it may do so by reshaping conscious cognition. The unique prediction of this approach concerns
the relationship between implicit– explicit and implicit–
criterion correlations. Namely, if Greenwald and Banaji’s
theorizing is accurate, implicit measures should be more
highly correlated with behavior when implicit and explicit
measures are more highly correlated with each other.
A second set of conceptual variables were derived from
theories of explicit cognition and accompanying measures
that dominated the field for six decades starting in the
1930s. From the work of Ajzen and Fishbein (1977), we
know that cognition and behavior ought to be related to the
extent that there is correspondence between the two, that is,
if measures of cognition and behavior are driven by the
same causal processes. In other words, attitudes measuring
specific components that are present in the criterion
should produce stronger attitude– behavior relationships.
The implicit– criterion pairs included in the present metaanalysis differed considerably in terms of their levels of
correspondence. In some cases, the relationship was easy to
grasp based on theory or past research, such as a proposed
association between implicit science identity and enrollment
intentions in mathematics classes (Steffens, Jelenec, & Noack, 2010); in other cases, the relationship was tenuous,
such as a proposed association between implicit race attitudes and tobacco use (Krieger et al., 2011). Second, from
its inception, research on social cognition has focused on the
triad of attitudes, stereotypes, and identity. A meta-analysis
by Talaska et al. (2008) found higher correlations between
explicit attitudes and behavior than between explicit stereotypes and behavior. The present project can investigate
whether this result generalizes to the relationship between
measures of implicit cognition and intergroup behavior.

Methodological Moderators
First, we used lenient inclusion criteria to provide a
conservative estimate of the ICC. As such, we were able to
newly probe the effect of study focus, that is, whether
studies that explicitly set out to explore the relationship
between implicit social cognition and behavior tend to produce larger effects than studies that incidentally included
both measures.
Second, we investigated whether ICCs are modulated by
differences in the implicit measure used. There are many
variations that the IAT has spawned, each addressing what
is viewed as a methodological limitation. Specifically, we
tested for differences in the magnitude of the implicit–
criterion relationship depending on the type of implicit measure, comparing the standard IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998)
to its variants such as the Implicit Relational Assessment
Procedure (IRAP; Barnes-Holmes et al., 2006), the singlecategory IAT (Karpinski & Steinman, 2006), the brief IAT
(Sriram & Greenwald, 2009), the Go/No-Go Association
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Task (Nosek & Banaji, 2001), the personalized IAT (M. A.
Olson & Fazio, 2004), and the paper-and-pencil IAT
(Sekaquaptewa, Vargas, & von Hippel, 2010). On the one
hand, the IAT may be expected to produce larger effect
sizes because of its superior internal consistency (Bar-Anan
& Nosek, 2014). On the other hand, each new variant of the
IAT featured some methodological innovation, which may
increase its association with behavioral measures. Moreover, a traditional IAT includes two targets (e.g., men vs.
women) and two attributes (e.g., pleasant vs. unpleasant).
The attribute pairs used in IATs differ along the dimension
of polarity, that is, the extent to which the two concepts are
polar opposites of each other. High-polarity attributes (e.g.,
fat vs. thin) may produce larger effects than low-polarity
attributes (e.g., sad vs. angry) because they tap into a more
cohesive network of mental representations.
Finally, the way in which criterion behaviors are measured may affect the magnitude of ICCs. Specifically, ICCs
may be higher when behaviors are measured in a relative
way (i.e., involving both categories of interest) rather than
in an absolute way (i.e., involving only one category). For
instance, a race attitude IAT may be more highly correlated
with the difference between donations to a White versus
Black student group than with donations to a Black student
group only and especially to a White student group only.
Such a result may emerge because the IAT is an inherently
relative measure. Moreover, psychologically, acts of intergroup discrimination may be conceptually relative: They
often involve tradeoffs in affect, beliefs, and especially
behavior, for example, between who receives a resource,
whether it be a material one like money or a nonmaterial
one like helping (Carlsson & Agerström, 2016).

Method
Below we highlight the most important aspects of the
literature search, study eligibility and coding, and analytic
strategy. All further details of the meta-analytic methods,
such as the specific search terms and Boolean operators
used, coder training, procedure for including and excluding
studies and effect sizes, and moderators coded, are provided
in Supplements 2–5 in the online materials. An exhaustive
list of all articles included in the meta-analysis is available
in Supplement 11.

Literature Search
To ensure valid inferences, we strove to include all pertinent studies in the meta-analytic database. As such, considerable effort was devoted to the search and retrieval of
potentially eligible research reports, both published and
unpublished. The search and retrieval process used three
main sources: (a) relevant previous meta-analyses (Greenwald et al., 2009; Oswald et al., 2013); (b) three online
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search engines with divergent scopes, including PsycINFO
(psychology journals and dissertations), Web of Science
(scientific journals from all disciplines including economics, business, and medicine), and HeinOnline Law Journal
Library (law journals); and (c) an open call for unpublished
research reports sent out to the Society of Personality and
Social Psychology listserv. We sought to identify eligible
research reports that were published or completed prior to
February 28, 2016, which served as the cutoff date for the
present project. For an overview of the literature search and
screening process, a list of excluded research reports and
reasons for exclusion, as well as a list of missed studies
discovered after completion of this meta-analysis and comparison to missed studies in Oswald et al. (2013), see
Supplement 3 in the online materials.

Study Eligibility
The initial meta-analysis on the relationship between the
IAT and behavior (Greenwald et al., 2009) synthesized
effect sizes from a wide range of domains including political behavior, consumer preferences, and close relationships. By contrast, the present work concentrates exclusively on studies in the domain of intergroup relations.
Nevertheless, its scope is broader than the meta-analysis
conducted by Oswald et al. (2013), which covered only
studies involving race and ethnicity. As such, the present
project focused on the relationship between implicit social
cognition and intergroup behavior broadly defined, including race and ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, age, religion, as well as psychiatric and medical conditions. In line
with this focus, studies were eligible for inclusion in the
meta-analytic database if they met the following three criteria. First, studies had to report an empirical result. Second,
studies had to use the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998) or one
of its variants. Third, studies had to contain a measure of
behavior toward a group or toward individuals as members
of social groups (criterion measure). Additional criteria for
inclusion and exclusion are listed in Supplement 3 in the
online materials. Some studies also reported an explicit
(self-report) measure paralleling the implicit measure; however, this was not a criterion for eligibility.
In determining the criteria for inclusion of studies, authors of meta-analyses must make choices about papers that
may need to be discarded as a function of poor instantiation
of theoretical variables or other identifiable errors in
method. We found several such papers but decided against
exclusion so as to offer the most conservative estimate of
the effect size possible. For instance, a study that makes the
prediction that degree of race bias will affect smoking
behavior was included. Likewise, results that do not fit with
existing theory but might serve as the basis for developing
new theory were included as showing a negative implicit–
criterion relationship. For example, contrary to common
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intuition, Rae, Newheiser, and Olson (2015) revealed that
greater racial diversity in a region can be associated with
higher levels of race bias. Although theoretical accounts
have since been provided for this result, it was still included
as a negative effect.
The online search using the three databases mentioned
above yielded 3,855 research reports potentially eligible for
inclusion, with 64 additional research reports obtained from
previous meta-analyses, and four from the listserv request.
Each of these close to 4,000 research reports, which constituted approximately half of the entire IAT literature at the
time, was individually screened by trained coders (see Supplement 2 in the online materials). As a result of this
screening process, 295 research reports were identified that
met inclusion criteria. Of these, 183 were found not to
include the data necessary to calculate the effect sizes of
interest. In all such cases, the corresponding author was
contacted via email and asked to calculate effect sizes or
share data files that would allow for their calculation. If the
data could not immediately be obtained, authors were sent at
least two reminder emails. Of the 183 corresponding authors
contacted, 134 (i.e., 73%) shared effect sizes or data files.
As a result, a total of 246 research reports could be included
in the meta-analytic database. Of these, most statistical
analyses focus on the 217 research reports from which
effect sizes could be obtained separately for independent
samples (see below).2

Coding of Effect Sizes and Moderator Variables
Each study, including effect sizes and moderator variables (see below), was coded by two trained coders. Effect
sizes were checked by a third and fourth coder to eliminate
any remaining errors. In addition, to remove biasing influences, all conceptual moderators involving a relatively high
degree of subjectivity (i.e., correspondence, social sensitivity, controllability, and conscious awareness) were coded by
an additional coder blind to study results. Blind coding was
performed on the basis of a summary containing the study
hypotheses, independent samples, procedure, as well as
implicit, explicit, and criterion measures (see Supplement 4
in the online materials).
Interrater reliability. Any discrepancies in coding
were discussed between coders until consensus was
reached. However, to ascertain that training of the coders
had been successful, all coders coded the same set of 12
studies and interrater reliabilities were calculated among
them. We obtained median interrater reliability of R ! .81
(mean R ! .69), which satisfies the usual benchmark for
adequate reliability. Moreover, interrater reliability was also
calculated between regular coders and the blind coder. Here
we obtained slightly lower levels of agreement (median R !
.68), which was to be expected given that the blind coder
coded only conceptual variables that involved a relatively

high level of subjectivity. Further details on interrater reliability are available in Supplement 2 in the online materials.
Establishing independent samples. The summary statistic method used by the previous major meta-analysis on
the predictive validity of the IAT (Greenwald et al., 2009)
can result in artificial deflation of variability in effect sizes
and moderator variables as well as a loss of information.
Therefore, in the current work, we established independent
samples of interest and explicitly modeled statistical dependencies among effect sizes extracted from the same study
(see also Oswald et al., 2013). To determine independent
samples, three criteria were used: (a) manipulations that
may influence the implicit– criterion relationship, such as
experimental versus control condition, (b) authors’ own
hypotheses about the effects of participants’ group membership (e.g., male or female, White or Black) on ICCs, and
(c) participants’ group membership (stigmatized vs. nonstigmatized) in the absence of a specific hypothesis.3 Use of
the two latter criteria was driven by the consideration that
measures of cognition and behavior may be differentially
associated among members of stigmatized versus nonstigmatized groups. For instance, a measure of identification
with science may be correlated with test scores among
women but not among men.
Effect sizes. The main effect sizes of interest included the
zero-order correlation between implicit and criterion measures
(i.e., ICC), the zero-order correlation between explicit and
criterion measures (i.e., ECC), and the zero-order correlation
between implicit and explicit measures (i.e., implicit– explicit
correlation [IEC]). These correlations were retrieved from
studies and recoded such that positive values reflected the
theoretically expected relationship among implicit, explicit,
and criterion measures. That is, ICCs and ECCs were coded as
positive if more bias on the implicit or explicit measure was
associated with higher levels of discrimination, whereas IECs
were coded as positive if higher levels of implicit bias were
associated with higher levels of explicit bias.
To be eligible, implicit measures had to (a) focus on social
groups and (b) measure attitudes (i.e., associations of social
groups with valence such as male/female–good/bad), stereotypes (i.e., associations of social groups with semantic attributes such as male/female–math/arts), or identity (i.e., associations of the self with semantic attributes such as me/not
me–math/arts). Explicit measures were included if they were
parallel to the implicit measure, that is, if they assessed the
same construct. For example, if a study included both a Black/
White– good/bad attitude and a Black/White–athletic/intelligent stereotype IAT, the Modern Racism Scale (McConahay,
2
The data file made available on Open Science Framework (OSF) also
contains a single summary effect size for each study that collapses across
independent samples.
3
This criterion was not used if study authors expressly deemed sample
sizes to be too small for splitting the sample.
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1986) would be considered an explicit measure only in relation
the attitude IAT but not in relation to the stereotype IAT.
Finally, all criterion measures measured some form of intergroup behavior, in most cases discriminatory behavior.4 Some
studies reported multiple implicit, explicit, or criterion measures; if this was the case, each measure was recorded separately in the dataset.
Moderator variables. A large number of potential moderator variables were coded, including basic study characteristics such as target group, type of criterion behavior, and study
setting as well as all conceptual and methodological variables
included in previous meta-analyses investigating the relationship between the IAT and behavior (Greenwald et al., 2009;
Oswald et al., 2013). Conceptual moderators included the ones
derived from dual-process theories such as social sensitivity,
controllability, and conscious awareness, as well as ones derived from the study of explicit cognition such as correspondence and target construct (attitude vs. stereotype vs. identity).
Methodological moderators included study focus, type of implicit measure (IAT vs. IAT variants), criterion scoring method
(relative vs. absolute), and attribute polarity (ranging from low
to high). An exhaustive list of moderator variables, along with
their definitions and notes on their coding, can be found in
Supplement 5 in the online materials.

Analytic Strategy
Instead of aggregating dependent effect sizes, statistical
analyses explicitly modeled dependencies among effect sizes
extracted from the same study. Unless noted, all statistical
models were fit using a correlated effects model (Hedges et al.,
2010) implemented in the robumeta package (Fisher & Tipton,
2015) in the R statistical environment (see also Oswald et al.,
2013). All estimates were robust to the assumed within-study
correlation between effect sizes. To avoid confusion, regression intercepts are marked b0 and regression slopes are marked
b=. For statistical procedures assuming independent observations, we sampled a single effect size from each study across a
large number of iterations and report the median of the resulting distribution of interest.

Results and Discussion
Conceptual and Statistical Heterogeneity in ICCs
Establishing the degree of heterogeneity in ICCs is of interest for both statistical and conceptual reasons.5 From a statistical perspective, if effect sizes are found to be heterogeneous,
fixed-effects models that assume a single underlying population effect size are inappropriate. Rather, the analytic strategy
of choice should be a random-effects model, which allows for
meaningful variation in effect sizes beyond sampling variability. Conceptually, high degrees of heterogeneity indicate that
instead of asking whether implicit measures of intergroup
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cognition are related to measures of intergroup behavior, it
may be more appropriate to ask under what conditions the two
are more or less highly correlated.
The focal concepts under study in the present work (i.e.,
implicit cognition and intergroup behavior) are both quite
diffuse. Although all studies included in the meta-analytic
database share some methodological features by virtue of using
an IAT or related measure, the IATs themselves differ from
each other in numerous ways, including target groups and
attributes used. As shown in Figure 1, many studies addressed
issues of race and ethnicity (kind ! 139)6 or gender (kind ! 43),
with smaller numbers of several other target groups such as
sexual orientation and clinically stigmatized groups (total
kind ! 75). Moreover, the studies used widely divergent criterion measures such as the expression of policy preferences,
resource allocation, academic performance, subtle nonverbal
behaviors, performance on interference tasks like the Stroop
task, and criminal sentencing decisions. The most frequent
criterion categories included person perception (kind ! 53),
social affiliation (kind ! 47), and ideology (kind ! 37).
Given the variability in social groups included, types of
IATs used, samples studied and, perhaps most strikingly, the
variability in criterion variables, effect sizes were expected to
show a high degree of statistical heterogeneity. A prediction
interval, which is a measure of the expected range of effect
sizes in a given domain (Borenstein, Higgins, Hedges, &
Rothstein, 2017), was calculated. Homogeneous effects result
in narrow prediction intervals, whereas heterogeneous effects
result in wide prediction intervals.7 We obtained a 90% prediction interval of rmin ! #.14 to rmax ! .32, indicting that
implicit– criterion associations in the domain of intergroup
discrimination should be expected to range from small negative to medium-sized positive relationships. Statistically, the
high degree of heterogeneity suggests that any single point
estimate of the implicit– criterion relationship would be misleading. Conceptually, it suggests that debates about whether
implicit cognition and behavior are related to each other are
unlikely to offer any meaningful conclusions. Rather, the focus
should be on revealing the conditions under which ICCs are
4
For a list of potential criterion measures not included in the present
meta-analysis, see Supplement 2 in the online materials.
5
Beyond the main analyses reported in the paper, numerous additional
analyses are available in the supplemental materials, which in this case are
extensive. Such analyses, along with all materials and the meta-analytic
database, are available for download from OSF (https://osf.io/47xw8/). We
hope that other researchers will use these data and materials to reach their
own informed conclusions about the relationship between the IAT and
intergroup behavior, perhaps using analytic strategies entirely different
from our own.
6
Because the effect sizes included in the meta-analytic database are not
statistically independent if they were extracted from the same study, we
focus on the number of independent effect sizes, which we denote kind.
7
Importantly, unlike a confidence interval, this measure relies on the
standard deviation and not the standard error and therefore does not depend
on the number of effect sizes included in a meta-analysis. As such, a wide
prediction interval does not indicate an imprecise estimate of the mean
effect size.
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Figure 1.
Magnitude of implicit–criterion correlations (ICCs) and explicit–criterion correlations (ECCs) as a function
of (A) target group and (B) type of target behavior. The columns on the left display the number of independent effect sizes
for ICCs and, in parentheses, for ECCs. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

relatively low or high; therefore, we devote most of the remainder of this section to this issue.

Incremental Predictive Validity
Prior work conducted by Greenwald et al. (2009) used
partial correlations to demonstrate that implicit and explicit
measures have incremental predictive validity over and
above each other. However, as pointed out by Greenwald
and colleagues, this approach can be problematic because it
ignores measurement error in both variables (for an in-depth
explanation and examples see Westfall & Yarkoni, 2016).
Therefore, in the present work we use the structural equation modeling (SEM) approach recommended by Westfall
and Yarkoni (2016), which takes into account the internal
consistency of both implicit and explicit measures. Implicit
measures were found to be associated with criterion measures over and above explicit measures, " ! .14, 95%
confidence interval [CI] [.09, .19], t(145) ! 5.41, p $ .001.
Explicit measures had smaller, but comparable, incremental
predictive validity, " ! .11, 95% CI [.07, .16], t(145) !
4.65, p $ .001. Taken together, these analyses replicate with

a stronger method a result also reported by Greenwald et al.
(2009): In the intergroup domain, implicit and explicit measures of social cognition each show unique associations of
similar magnitude with behavior.8 The fact that implicit and
explicit measures produced similar effect sizes is quite

8
Nevertheless, the present findings should be seen as tentative. Because
of the low rates of reporting the internal consistency of implicit and explicit
measures (20% and 33%, respectively), an imputation method had to be
used. Specifically, to be able to fit the appropriate structural equation
models, we first found the best-fitting beta distribution for each of the two
reliability variables. For the reliability of implicit measures, we obtained
"(4.97, 2.05) and for the reliability of explicit measures, we obtained
"(15.99, 3.70). We then imputed missing reliability values by drawing
random observations from the appropriate beta distribution. To arrive at a
stable estimate, this procedure was repeated 1,000 times and the values
reported here are the medians of the resulting standardized path coefficient
distributions. For "implicit, M ! .16, SD ! .11; for "explicit, M ! .12, SD !
.10. The relatively high standard deviations indicate relatively high levels
of uncertainty around these estimates due to the low reporting rate of the
reliability of implicit and explicit measures. Because of this uncertainty, all
moderator analyses reported below used zero-order correlations as the
dependent variable. To be able to use this method as intended, it is strongly
recommended that future research calculate and report measures of internal
consistency for both implicit and explicit measures.

IAT AND INTERGROUP BEHAVIOR

remarkable: Unlike implicit measures and criterion measures, explicit measures and criterion measures were often
procedurally similar to each other, which should enhance
the observed correlation between the two due to shared
method variance (Campbell & Fiske, 1959).
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Methodological Shortcomings of the
Reviewed Studies
Treatment of measurement error. The latter finding
regarding the use of SEM to establish incremental predictive validity highlights the limitations of the analytic strategies used by most primary studies. Given that implicit and
explicit measures are correlated with each other and both
contain measurement error, most currently used approaches
cannot conclusively estimate the magnitude of the implicit–
criterion relationship. Zero-order ICCs with (k ! 16) or
without parallel explicit measures (k ! 50), as well as
partial correlations (k ! 3) and multiple regressions (k !
30) should be superseded by SEM including both implicit
and explicit measures as the method of choice in primary
research.
Publication bias. The suppression of nonsignificant results can lead to inflated estimates of the meta-analytic
effect size and mistaken statistical inferences about the role
of moderators (Fanelli & Ioannidis, 2013; Ioannidis, 2008;
Rosenthal, 1979). Given that a relatively large number of
unpublished effect sizes were included in the meta-analytic
database, we were able to probe whether the magnitude of
ICCs differed depending on the publication status of the
study. No evidence of publication bias was obtained (see
Table 1); in fact, effect sizes extracted from unpublished
studies were descriptively larger than effect sizes extracted
from published work. Second, we fit the three-parameter
model of Vevea and Hedges (1995) to all published effect
sizes, using a one-sided cutoff at p $ .05, that is, assuming
a model under which authors selectively report only positive
correlations.9 Addition of this parameter did not lead to any
improvement in model fit, %2(1) ! 1.76, p ! .184, also
providing no evidence of publication bias.10 Taken together,
these results should increase confidence in the validity of
the statistical tests reported here and suggest, that unlike
other fields of psychology, the study of implicit– criterion
relationships is unlikely to be plagued by a widespread file
drawer problem.
Statistical power. The power of inferential tests has
far-reaching consequences for the validity of statistical inferences (Cohen, 1962; Fraley & Vazire, 2014). Therefore,
establishing the power of the studies on ICCs is paramount
to diagnosing the overall methodological soundness of this
literature. The vast majority of the studies included in the
present meta-analysis were underpowered: At 40, the median sample size was surprisingly, perhaps shockingly, low.
This sample size is miniscule for probing individual differ-

9

ences and too small to reliably (i.e., with a probability of at
least .80) detect any effect below the effect size of r ! .43
(Cohen, 1992). Moreover, a sample size of 40 provides only
.40 power to detect the mean effect size reported by Greenwald et al. (2009) and .14 power for the mean effect size
reported by Oswald et al. (2013).11 Even though post hoc
power tends to overestimate the power of studies for small
effect sizes and small sample sizes (Yuan & Maxwell,
2005), median post hoc power of the included studies was
found to be only .15 and mean post hoc power was .27.12
These low levels of statistical power are worrisome when
it comes to the interpretability and inferential value of the
vast majority of individual studies conducted on implicit–
criterion relationships. We can go so far as to say that many
of the studies included in this meta-analysis should never
have been undertaken given the potential for incorrect inferences about the population effect size. Low statistical
power of individual studies also provides additional justification for this meta-analysis: Due to their ability to pool
data from participants across multiple investigations, metaanalyses have the potential to derive valid conclusions about
the population effect size and its moderators even when
individual studies are underpowered (e.g., Card, 2016).

Basic Study Characteristics: Target Group, Type
of Behavior, and Study Setting
Target group. Regarding the target group variable,
two results seem noteworthy (see Figure 1). First, implicit attitudes were significantly associated with behavior across all target categories, with the exception of one
category labeled “other intergroup,” which was highly
diverse and contained a relatively small number of effect
sizes (kind ! 19). Importantly, this result indicates that
ICCs were fairly homogeneous across target group cate9
The model was fit using only published effect sizes. Because the
method assumes independent observations, we recalculated the likelihood
ratio test 1,000 times, each time randomly taking one independent effect
size from each study. The %2 statistic reported above is the statistic
accompanying the median of the resulting distribution of corrected effect
size estimates.
10
A model including five cutoff parameters (ps ! .025, .05, .20, .50, and
1, respectively), assuming a more complex and graded selection process,
yielded a similar result, %2(4) ! 4.83, p ! .304. In Supplement 6 in the
online materials, we report additional tests of publication bias, which all
converge on the conclusion that the meta-analytic database was unlikely to
have been affected by any major suppression of nonsignificant results.
11
Given the high degree of heterogeneity among effect sizes, these
power estimates are not necessarily informative. In the Conclusions and
Recommendations section, we describe an online tool that can be used to
calculate the expected effect size and the sample size required to achieve
adequate power given a certain configuration of study characteristics.
12
Similar results were obtained for the subset of studies whose main
focus was the relationship between implicit social cognition and intergroup
behavior. Median sample size in this subset of studies was 45. The smallest
correlation for whose detection this sample size provides adequate power
is r ! .41. Median post-hoc power was .16 and mean post-hoc power was
.29.
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Table 1
Summary Table of Univariate Meta-Regressions Predicting Implicit–Criterion Correlations Based on Methodological Moderators
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Moderator
Study-level moderators
Publication status
Unpublished
Published
Study location
Lab
Real world
Online
Study focus
Primary without moderator
Primary with moderator
Secondary without moderator
Incidental
Secondary with moderator
Measure-level moderators
Type of implicit measure
IRAP
IAT
IAT variant
Attribute polarity
Criterion scoring method
Relative rating
Difference score
Single rating stigmatized
Single rating nonstigmatized

95% CI upper

df

t

p

&2

.070
.074

.221
.107

26
225

3.91
10.65

.001
.001

.047
.018

.100
.092
.086

.079
.044
.047

.121
.139
.126

201
22
28

9.34
4.01
4.45

.001
.001
.001

.020
.023
.023

111
48
17
63
16

.130
.091
.068
.053
.044

.100
.062
.009
.023
#.016

.161
.120
.126
.083
.103

110
47
16
62
15

8.35
6.25
2.45
3.54
1.57

.001
.001
.026
.001
.138

.028
.016
.010
.013
.015

14
1,881
345
2,184

4
217
37
250

.207
.101
.055
.073

.012
.082
.022
.005

.387
.120
.089
.141

3
216
36
247

3.38
10.22
3.38
2.11

.043
.001
.002
.036

.027
.020
.024
.021

101
294
1,212
633

24
58
202
93

.151
.133
.085
.051

.057
.076
.069
.022

.242
.190
.101
.081

23
57
201
92

3.31
4.61
10.39
3.43

.003
.001
.001
.001

.072
.029
.012
.019

ktotal

kind

b

177
2,063

27
226

.146
.090

1,731
196
313

202
23
29

810
453
190
641
146

95% CI lower

Note. ktotal ! total number of effect sizes included in the model; kind ! number of independent effect sizes included in the model; CI ! confidence
interval; &2 ! residual heterogeneity; IRAP ! Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure; IAT ! Implicit Association Test. For categorical predictors (with
their levels listed), b coefficients represent condition means, whereas for metric predictors, b coefficients represent units of change in the dependent variable
(implicit– criterion correlation) associated with one unit of change in the moderator variable.

gories. On the other hand, ECCs were found to be more
variable by target group than ICCs. For the former, effect
sizes ranged from r ! .10 (ethnicity) to r ! .32 (sexuality), whereas for the latter they ranged from r ! .08
(other clinical) to r ! .11 (sexuality).
Type of criterion behavior. Implicit measures were
found to be associated with behavior across the vast
majority of criterion behavior categories. The four exceptions out of 18 criterion categories included cognitive
measures, neurological and physiological measures, prosocial behavior, and resource allocation. However, three
out of these four categories contained fewer than 10
studies, which leads to relatively uncertain estimates and,
possibly, lack of statistical significance. Paralleling the
effects of target group, the range of variation in ECCs
across criterion categories was considerably larger than
the range of variation in ICCs. The estimated category
means for ECCs ranged from r ! #.06 for neurological
and physiological measures to r ! .45 for group perception, compared to a much narrower range of rmin ! #.05
(resource allocation) to rmax ! .16 (cognitive measures)
for ICCs. ECCs were not significantly different from zero
for nine out of 18 categories, as opposed to four for ICCs.
However, this difference may, at least in part, be due to
the fact that not all studies contained parallel explicit
measures and thus the degrees of freedom for models

with ECC as the dependent variable were smaller. With
the caveats mentioned above, these findings suggest that
whereas implicit measures tend to produce small but
consistent effects across target group and criterion categories, explicit measures are strongly related to certain
kinds of intergroup behavior but unrelated to others.
Study setting. Given considerable levels of interest in
using the IAT for prediction in real-world settings, we
also probed whether effect sizes significantly differed as
a function of study setting, that is, across (a) lab studies
conducted mostly with undergraduate participants, (b)
real-world studies conducted in field settings, and (c)
studies conducted over the Internet with online participants. Even though the latter two categories contained
fairly large numbers of effect sizes (kind ! 23 and 39,
respectively), ICCs were significantly different from zero
and highly similar in size across all study locations (see
Table 1). More work will be necessary to fully explore
the implicit– criterion relationship in real-world contexts.
However, given a sizable number of effect sizes in each
category, it is warranted to conclude that the relationship
between implicit measures and intergroup behavior is
sufficiently robust to emerge not only in the lab but also
under the less controlled conditions of online and field
studies.

IAT AND INTERGROUP BEHAVIOR
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Conceptual Variables
Effects on ECCs. The higher the controllability of the
behavior, the higher participants’ conscious awareness that
discrimination was being measured, and the higher the
correspondence between cognition and behavior, the larger
ECCs became (see Table 2). At the .10 quantile of the
controllability variable, the predicted ECC was .01, whereas
at the .90 quantile, it increased to .16. Similarly, for conscious awareness, predicted ECC increased from .07 to .17,
and for correspondence, from .09 to .17. In addition, in line
with the previous meta-analysis by Talaska et al. (2008), we
found that explicit attitudes (mean r ! .15) were more
highly correlated with behaviors than explicit stereotypes
(mean r ! .08). Overall, these results provide evidence for
the theories of explicit– behavior relationships reviewed
above and replicate previous findings.
Unexpectedly, and contrary to the results obtained by
Greenwald et al. (2009), social sensitivity did not emerge
as a moderator of ECCs. This finding may be interpreted
in a number of ways. First, the range of the social
sensitivity variable was more restricted here given that
the present meta-analysis investigated only intergroup
discrimination, whereas Greenwald and colleagues also
included areas such as consumer behavior and close
relationships. Second, the social sensitivity variable itself
may have been subject to impression management pressures. That is, coders may have been reluctant to admit
that it is socially acceptable to express negative attitudes
toward or negative stereotypes of certain groups.13 Finally, social sensitivity and ECCs may have been unrelated because more socially sensitive explicit measures
may, on average, have been used to predict more socially
sensitive behaviors. To the extent that this is the case,
both explicit and criterion measures may have been affected by the same impression management pressures and
therefore ECCs may have remained high even at high
levels of social sensitivity.
Effects on ICCs. The results obtained with ICCs as the
response variable stand in stark contrast to the analyses
involving ECCs, given that ICCs were not consistently
predicted by any of the conceptual variables included (see
Table 2).14 That is, univariate meta-regressions showed
that implicit measures were equally associated with measures of intergroup behavior irrespective of social sensitivity, controllability, conscious awareness, or target concept. In fact, contrary to the widespread notion that
implicit measures are not associated with highly controllable behaviors, the present meta-analysis found a sizable
number of large ICCs for such behaviors, including selfreported enrollment intentions in mathematics classes
(Steffens et al., 2010), self-reported career aspirations
(Asgari, Dasgupta, & Stout, 2012), and voting behavior
(Bernstein, Young, & Claypool, 2010). As such, these
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results suggest that the contents of implicit social cognition may be more accessible to conscious introspection
than usually assumed (De Houwer, 2006). Alternatively,
less consciously activated representations might influence any type of behavior irrespective of its controllability or amenability to conscious awareness.
The only conceptual variable that emerged as a significant moderator of ICCs is correspondence, suggesting
that implicit measures may be more closely associated
with behaviors with which they share causal antecedents.
As correspondence increased from the .10 to the .90
quantile, predicted ICC increased from .05 to .14. However, this result should be interpreted with caution given
that, unlike all other results discussed above, the models
involving regular and blind-coded variables suggested
different conclusions. Whereas the former showed significant moderation, the latter did not. Therefore, the
possibility that knowledge of the study outcomes may
have influenced coding of the correspondence variable
among regular coders cannot be ruled out at this time.
Moreover, further theoretical and empirical work may be
necessary to understand how correspondence (a construct
developed to describe the relationship between selfreported attitudes and behavior) applies to implicit social
cognition.
IEC–ICC and IEC–ECC relationships. We obtained
a positive relationship between IECs and ICCs, b= ! .23,
95% CI [.08, .37], t(149) ! 3.05, p ! .003. That is, implicit
13
In line with this explanation, the means of both social sensitivity
variables (the one for the explicit and the one for the implicit measure,
respectively) were well above the midpoint of 7-point the scale (5.37 and
5.23, respectively). In spite of the relatively high means, the coding of the
social sensitivity variables did reflect commonsense notions about different
levels of social sensitivity being associated with different target groups. For
instance, the highest social sensitivity values were assigned to race (M !
6.19 and 6.55), with lower values for gender (M ! 4.28 and 4.02), and even
lower values for age (M ! 2.57 and 3.20). However, groups with higher
levels of social sensitivity (race and ethnicity) were overrepresented among
the included studies, which explains the relatively high overall means.
14
Using a simulation approach to establish the power of the univariate
regression analyses reported here, we found that the models had .80 power
to detect an effect size of r ! .13, .90 power to detect r ! .14, and .99
power to detect r ! .18. For the power analysis, we simulated variables that
reflected the average within-study dependency among the moderators in
our dataset (mean R2 based on weighted regressions ! .90) and the average
within-study dependency among ICCs (R2 ! .42). Then, in each iteration
of the simulation, we generated a normal variable representing a moderator
and another normal variable representing the ICC. Across simulations, we
varied the correlation between the moderator and the ICC (r ranging from
0 to .55), with 1,000 iterations for each effect size. Then we fit a univariate
meta-regression to each pair of stimulated variables using the sample sizes
and regression weights from the observed data and took the percentage of
significant effects within each effect size as the power of the metaregression to detect that effect size. These obtained power values seem
adequate given that even r ! .18 is usually considered to be a small effect
(Cohen, 1992). At r ! .07, the observed median correlation between the
significant moderators of interest and ICCs was lower than the threshold
for achieving .80 power. However, power was fair if below desired levels
for most moderators of interest, including study focus, correspondence, and
attribute polarity (ps ! .61).
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Table 2
Summary Table of Univariate Meta-Regressions Predicting Implicit–Criterion Correlations (ICCs) and Explicit–Criterion
Correlations (ECCs) on the Basis of Conceptual Moderators
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Moderator
ICC
Implicit social sensitivity
Implicit social sensitivity [B]
Controllability
Controllability [B]
Awareness
Awareness [B]
Correspondence
Correspondence [B]
Concept
Stereotype
Attitude
Identity
ECC
Explicit social sensitivity
Explicit social sensitivity [B]
Controllability
Controllability [B]
Awareness
Awareness [B]
Correspondence
Correspondence [B]
Concept
Stereotype
Attitude
Identity

M

SD

ktotal

kind

b

95% CI
lower

95% CI
upper

df

t

p

&2

5.375
4.635
7.742
6.400
6.853
5.537
2.057
1.608

1.598
1.738
3.339
2.825
3.253
3.066
.653
.660

2,233
2,240
2,240
2,240
2,240
2,240
2,240
2,240

252
253
253
253
253
253
253
253

.004
.003
.000
#.001
#.002
.002
.047
.016

#.005
#.007
#.008
#.010
#.007
#.005
.020
#.008

.014
.013
.008
.008
.004
.008
.074
.039

250
251
251
251
251
251
251
251

.85
.54
#.11
#.21
#.54
.50
3.40
1.30

.396
.590
.914
.832
.588
.620
.001
.195

.021
.021
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020

—
—
—

—
—
—

739
1,333
168

76
189
22

.098
.096
.086

.073
.074
.024

.124
.117
.147

75
188
21

7.64
8.60
2.89

.001
.001
.009

.011
.025
.017

5.231
4.724
7.742
6.400
6.853
5.537
2.057
1.608

1.660
1.787
3.339
2.825
3.253
3.066
.653
.660

1,735
1,739
1,739
1,739
1,739
1,739
1,739
1,739

158
160
160
160
160
160
160
160

#.007
.001
.019
.021
.013
.022
.040
.116

#.023
#.014
.008
.009
.004
.012
#.001
.073

.010
.015
.030
.034
.022
.032
.081
.158

156
158
158
158
158
158
158
158

#.80
.10
3.49
3.33
3.00
4.19
1.94
5.38

.427
.920
.001
.001
.003
.001
.055
.001

.056
.056
.052
.052
.054
.052
.053
.047

—
—
—

—
—
—

545
1,032
162

38
119
11

.083
.146
.088

.042
.109
#.090

.125
.182
.260

37
118
10

4.02
7.77
1.10

.001
.001
.297

.028
.065
.079

Note. ktotal ! total number of effect sizes included in the model; kind ! number of independent effect sizes included in the model; CI ! confidence
interval; &2 ! residual heterogeneity; [B] ! blind-coded version of moderator variable. For categorical predictors (with their levels listed), b coefficients
represent condition means, whereas for metric predictors, b coefficients represent units of change in the dependent variable (ICC or ECC) associated with
one unit of change in the moderator variable.

measures were found to be more closely associated with
criterion behaviors when implicit and explicit measures
were highly correlated. The same was not true for ECCs;
that is, the predictive power of explicit measures did not
depend on the strength of the implicit– explicit relationship,
b= ! .04, 95% CI [–.14, .21], t(145) ! 0.41, p ! .685. This
finding seems to support theorizing by Greenwald and Banaji (2017) and puts on the table a new hypothesis deserving
of more thorough empirical testing: the possibility that
implicit cognition influences explicit cognition that, in turn,
drives behavior.
To summarize, conceptual moderators, such as controllability, conscious awareness, and target concept, significantly affected explicit– criterion relationships. By contrast,
correlations between implicit and criterion measures remained robust irrespective of conceptual moderators. This
suggests that existing dual-process theories may need to be
revised to account for the conditions under which implicit
measures and intergroup behavior are more or less strongly
related to each other. Moreover, also contrary to dominant
dual-process theories, but in line with recent theorizing by
Greenwald and Banaji (2017), we found that higher corre-

lations between implicit and explicit measures predicted
higher ICCs (but not higher ECCs).

Methodological Moderators
The conceptual variables derived from existing dualprocess theories and theories of explicit social cognition
failed to reliably account for any of the variance in ICCs.
However, design-related moderators, such as study focus,
criterion scoring method, type of implicit measure, and
attribute polarity, produced significant effects on the
implicit– criterion relationship (for mean ICC estimates, see
Table 1). These factors are of importance because they are
easily controlled by researchers, and as an increasing number of methodological criteria are fulfilled, the sample size
required to achieve adequate power becomes considerably
smaller (see below). This consideration is paramount because, given current subpar levels of statistical power in the
majority of studies, ensuring appropriate sample sizes is a
crucial area of potential improvement for future work.
Study focus. Studies whose abstracts highlighted the
relationship between implicit measures and behavior as
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their main focus produced higher effect sizes than those in
which this relationship was secondary or incidental.15 However, ICCs were found to be positive and significantly
different from zero in all categories of study focus, except
for the one containing the smallest number of effect sizes
(kind ! 16). This finding is open to two interpretations. On
the one hand, when investigating ICCs is the main focus of
a study, authors may be more careful in creating ideal
conditions to reveal an implicit– criterion relationship
should one exist in the population. On the other hand, the
effect of study focus on ICC magnitudes may be, at least in
part, reflective of hypothesizing after the results are known
(Kerr, 1998). That is, once a significant association with
behavior was found, authors may have been more inclined
to highlight this finding as a focal result. These two possibilities may be disambiguated by preregistration (Wagenmakers et al., 2012).
Type of implicit measure. Even though ICCs were
significantly different from zero for all measures included,
the standard IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998) emerged as
superior to a combined category of IAT variants, including
the single-category IAT (Karpinski & Steinman, 2006), the
brief IAT (Sriram & Greenwald, 2009), the Go/No-Go
Association Task (Nosek & Banaji, 2001), the personalized
IAT (M. A. Olson & Fazio, 2004), and the paper-and-pencil
IAT (Sekaquaptewa et al., 2010). The IRAP, at least descriptively, outperformed the IAT (Barnes-Holmes et al.,
2006), but the small number of studies involving this measure (kind ! 4 compared to kind ! 217 for the standard IAT)
does not allow a conclusion of its superiority to be ascertained with confidence at this time.
Attribute polarity. IATs differ from each other along
the dimension of attribute polarity, that is, the extent to
which the two attribute concepts are polar opposites of each
other. Each implicit measure was assigned to one of three
attribute polarity values: 3 (high polarity such as fat vs.
thin), 2 (medium polarity such as math vs. language), and 1
(low polarity such as sad vs. angry). We found a positive
relationship between attribute polarity and ICCs: IATs with
high-polarity attributes were more highly correlated with
criterion behaviors, presumably because such IATs tap into
a more cohesive network of mental representations.
Criterion scoring method. The scoring method used
for criterion measures also moderated the magnitude of
ICCs (see also Oswald et al., 2013): Relative ratings and
difference scores (such as donations to a Black compared to
a White student group), were found to be associated with
larger effect sizes than absolute ratings, especially ones
involving nonstigmatized targets (such as donations to a
White student group). This result suggests that implicit
measures may be primarily indicative of differences in
behavioral tendencies toward members of stigmatized versus nonstigmatized groups, a finding with possible theoretical implications (Carlsson & Agerström, 2016).
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Different Methodological Choices Produce Highly
Divergent ICCs
To demonstrate the combined effects of the significant
moderators of ICCs discussed above, we recalculated
the meta-analytic effect size using intercept-only metaregressions involving different combinations of these moderators. Out of the 2,240 ICCs included in this metaanalysis, there were only 24 effect sizes from 13 studies that
(a) had the relationship between implicit cognition and
behavior as their primary focus, (b) used relative or difference score measures of behavior, (c) used an IAT or IRAP,
(d) used attributes that were polar opposites of each other,
and (e) used highly correspondent implicit and criterion
measures. For this subgroup of effect sizes, we found a
mean ICC of r ! .37, 95% CI [.18, .54], t(12) ! 4.08, p !
.002, which can be reliably detected using a relatively small
sample of 54 participants.
As criteria were systematically relaxed to include a wider
range of studies, the estimate of the effect size decreased
and so did the power of the average study to give rise to
meaningful inferences about the underlying population effect. As a first step, studies using implicit measures with
attributes that are not polar opposites of each other (e.g.,
pleasant–threatening or sad–angry) and using criterion
measures scored in an absolute manner, that is, without
comparison to another group (e.g., money donated to a
Black student organization) were included in the estimate of
the effect size. As a result, mean ICC dropped to r ! .23,
95% CI [.14, .31], t(36) ! 5.68, p $ .001, an effect size
whose reliable detection requires a sample size of 145.
Further, relaxing the requirements for high correspondence
between implicit and criterion measures and using a standard IAT or IRAP resulted in an even lower ICC estimate of
r ! .13, 95% CI [.10, .16], t(110) ! 8.35, p $ .001
(required N ! 461). Finally, once all effect sizes from the
meta-analytic database were considered regardless of meeting any of the criteria described above, the ICC became
small but remained statistically significant, r ! .10, 95% CI
[.08, .11], t(252) ! 10.99, p $ .001 (required N ! 782).
This result is perhaps the most significant discovery of the
present meta-analysis: The stronger the study on the aforementioned methodological variables, the larger the ICC.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Using data from 217 research reports and a total of over
36,000 participants, a sixfold increase over previous metaanalyses, this project investigated the conceptual and
15
The meta-regressions reported in Table 1 are intercept-only models
that show the mean level of ICC for each level of categorical moderators.
These models cannot form the basis of any inferences about differences
between these categories. When we mention significant moderation in the
text, we do so on the basis of models that explicitly include such comparisons (see Supplement 12 in the online materials).
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methodological conditions under which IATs measuring
attitudes, stereotypes, and identity correlate with criterion measures of intergroup discrimination. Overall, we
found (a) high levels of heterogeneity in implicit– criterion
relationships; (b) unique and similarly sized effects of implicit and explicit measures on behavior; (c) associations of
implicit measures with behavior irrespective of (i) basic
study characteristics such as target group, type of criterion
behavior, and study setting or (ii) conceptual moderators
such as controllability and conscious awareness of the behavior; (e) significant variation in explicit– criterion relationships as a result of both basic study features and conceptual variables such as controllability and conscious
awareness; (f) higher implicit– criterion correlations when
implicit and explicit measures were more highly correlated;
and (g) significant variation in implicit– criterion relationships as a result of methodological moderators including
study focus, type of implicit measure used, measurement of
criterion behavior, attribute polarity, and possibly implicit–
criterion correspondence.

The Difficulty of Theorizing About
Implicit Cognition
This meta-analysis found conceptual variables to be reliable predictors of explicit– criterion correlations (ECCs),
but not of implicit– criterion correlations (ICCs). The absence of theoretical predictors of ICCs, in the presence of
several methodological predictors, suggests that theorizing
about implicit cognition is relatively unsophisticated at this
time. Why might this be? First and foremost, implicit cognition by its nature refers to aspects of human thought that
are relatively less accessible to conscious awareness. As
such, scientists themselves have a harder time generating
good intuitions about the mechanisms of implicit cognition.
One can see this in current theorizing that stems from
dual-process accounts and posits that indirect measures capture unconscious cognition and should predict automatic
behaviors, whereas direct measures capture conscious cognition and should predict controllable behaviors. This thinking may need to be relinquished. One result that emerged
from this meta-analysis, replicating previous work by
Greenwald et al. (2009), may guide new theorizing: If ICCs
are higher the better correlated implicit and explicit measures are, the intriguing suggestion is that implicit cognition
makes its way subtly into explicit cognition, through which
it influences behavior (see Greenwald & Banaji, 2017).
A second way to think about improving theorizing about
ICCs is to search for surprising patterns of data and, provided that they replicate and generalize, use them as a
starting point to revise theories. Take, for instance, the
received wisdom that the greater the racial or ethnic diversity of a region, the lower the implicit bias toward minorities
should be. In fact, as revealed by work conducted by Rae et

al. (2015), the opposite is the case: U.S. states with higher
proportions of African American residents exhibit higher,
rather than lower, levels of implicit race bias. Empirical
discoveries like this have the potential to inspire the development of new theory in a bottom-up, data-driven way.
They force a reckoning with the evidence to change theories
of implicit– criterion relationships rather than coding them
as failures to confirm existing theory (as we did in this
meta-analysis).

Recommendations for Study Design
This meta-analysis revealed that several aspects of research on the cognition– behavior relationship in intergroup
contexts are in need of basic methodological improvement.
We formulate specific recommendations intended to benefit
(a) scientists in designing and implementing research and
(b) editors and funding agencies in evaluating research.
Besides discussing the core issues here, we make recommendations available as a succinct 8-point checklist in Supplement 9 in the online materials.
Calculate statistical power given the expected effect
size. Although too obvious a point to mention, inadequate
statistical power can result in inflated false positive rates,
overestimated effect sizes, and low rates of reproducibility
(Button et al., 2013). Future research should adhere at least
to the reasonable standard of conducting formal power
calculations to determine sample size. However, given significant heterogeneity in ICCs, power calculations are nontrivial. Therefore, we developed and present an easy-to-use
onlinepowercalculatoravailableathttp://www.benedekkurdi
.com/#iat to estimate the sample size necessary to achieve
appropriate levels of statistical power for different, userspecified, configurations of study-specific and methodological variables. For instance, the power calculator allows one
to determine the sample size necessary to achieve adequate
power in a study using a standard IAT and a relative
measure of criterion behavior in the domain of academic
performance with sexual orientation as the target category
(N ! 162).
Ensure reliability of implicit measures. Most studies
included in this meta-analysis used zero-order correlations
or regression models to make claims about implicit–
criterion relationships. However, such claims may be misguided because implicit and explicit measures are significantly correlated with each other and neither is perfectly
reliable. Therefore, we strongly recommend that future
studies (a) include parallel explicit measures along with
implicit measures, (b) report the internal consistency of all
independent variables involved in making claims about
associations between measures of cognition and behavior,
and (c) use adequate statistical methods to adjust for measurement error, such as the structural equation modeling
approach recommended by Westfall and Yarkoni (2016).
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We offer an online tool at http://www.benedekkurdi.com/
#iat, which estimates internal consistency based on triallevel IAT data provided by the user.16
Focus equal attention on the reliability and validity of
criterion measures (as on measures of cognition).
Decades of research on attitudes and beliefs have sought to
establish the validity and reliability of explicit and implicit
measures (Banaji, 2001; Thurstone, 1928). If significant
progress is to be made on understanding attitude– behavior
relationships, the issue of whether behavioral measures successfully capture the intended underlying constructs must
receive closer attention (Carlsson & Agerström, 2016; Talaska et al., 2008). Any perusal of this literature will easily
reveal the ad hoc nature of criterion measure choices whose
validity and reliability has never been established. Indeed,
far more effort has been put into establishment of reliability
and validity of both explicit and implicit social cognition
measures than into the behaviors they are called into service
to predict. This must be remedied (for an initial example see
Axt, Nguyen, & Nosek, 2018).

Taking Stock and Future Directions
Among the positive recent improvements in exploring
implicit– criterion relationships is the presence of a sizable
number of new studies conducted in real-world (k ! 23) and
online contexts (k ! 29). Interestingly, this meta-analysis
found no difference in average ICCs as a function of study
settings. We believe that this is a notable result showing that
the implicit– criterion relationship is sufficiently robust so
as to be revealed even under the relatively less controlled
conditions of the natural world.
Moreover, a recent theoretical contribution by Payne,
Vuletich, and Lundberg (2017) has directed attention to a
growing set of studies in which implicit attitudes, as averaged at the level of a geographic area, are significantly
correlated with aggregate outcomes at the level of the same
geographic area. For instance, the higher the countrywide
implicit gender stereotypes, the less well girls perform relative to boys on an eighth-grade standardized test and the
higher the implicit race bias in a geographic region in the
United States, the greater the lethal use of force against
African Americans by police. Such studies tend to produce
larger effects than studies that correlate implicit measures
with behavior at the level of individuals. This suggests that
correlations between implicit measures and behavior may,
at least in part, arise due to situational factors rather than
stable individual differences. A future meta-analysis of
aggregate-level prediction studies, most of which were not
eligible for inclusion in the present project because they had
been published after our cutoff date, will have to ascertain
the robustness of this finding. Moreover, disentangling the
additive, or perhaps interactive, effects of persons and situations on implicit cognition using repeated measurement
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designs is another major outstanding challenge to be addressed in future work (Kurdi & Banaji, 2017).
So far, we have provided several reasons for the size of
effects obtained in this literature, including insufficient
power and shortcomings in analytic strategies. In addition,
we pointed out that when studies adhere to particular methodological criteria, ICCs rise substantially, not to mention
large effect sizes when implicit measures and measures of
behavior are aggregated across a region (Payne et al., 2017).
Similarly, effect sizes tend to be relatively large in studies
on physician–patient interactions, in which (like in the studies reviewed by Payne and colleagues), behaviors are aggregated across individuals, thus reducing measurement error (Penner et al., 2010). In conclusion, new types of data
collection and analysis, now possible due to open access to
large amounts of data, have revealed larger effect sizes than
small-scale studies conducted mostly in laboratory contexts.
This suggests that as individual-level studies meet increasingly strict methodological criteria and approximate the
aggregate-level studies described by Payne and colleagues,
we may see an increase in effect sizes in these studies as
well.
However, even if effect sizes are relatively small in
particular studies, the correlation may still translate into
societally meaningful impact given repeated interactions
(Greenwald, Banaji, & Nosek, 2015). To illustrate, there
were 5.7 million job openings in the United States in March
2017 (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2017). If one assumes that
an equally qualified man and woman applied for each job,
an r ! .10 relationship between implicit gender bias and
hiring decisions would result in the hiring of 3.36 million
male candidates compared to 2.34 female candidates, a
difference of considerable magnitude and practical significance.17 In this regard, we fully agree with Yarkoni and
Westfall (2017) who argue that, ceteris paribus, small effects obtained from large samples should always be favored
over large effects obtained from small samples.
The data from this meta-analysis leave little doubt about
the conclusion that attitudes, stereotypes, and identity, measured both using self-report and less controllable responses
such as the IAT, are systematically related to behavior in the
intergroup domain. But why might this relationship arise?
On the one hand, implicit attitudes vary as a function of
relatively stable features of individuals and the environment
such as group membership, political orientation, and geography (Charlesworth & Banaji, 2018; Nosek et al., 2007).
On the other hand, implicit attitudes are also sensitive to
relatively transient contextual features, such as shifts in the
16
The details of the statistical approach used by the online tool are
described in Supplement 10 in the online materials.
17
A point-biserial correlation of r ! .10 corresponds to an odds ratio of
1.44, which, in turn, translates into a probability of p ! .59 of the male
candidate being hired and a corresponding probability of 1 – p ! .41 of the
female candidate being hired; 5.7 million ' p ! 3.36 million.
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immediate environment in which the test is taken (Lai,
Hoffman, & Nosek, 2013). As with any measure of attitudes
or other individual differences, the IAT score is not a static
measure of disposition: It is an adaptive response produced
in a particular situation by an organism with a particular
biology, personality, and cultural history (Mischel, 1968).
Given such malleability, we have always advised against
using a single intergroup IAT as a device for the selection of
people, such as whether to hire someone for a job or admit
them to a club. The measure is of value in two contexts:
research and education. The Project Implicit website (http://
implicit.harvard.edu/) has served primarily as a platform for
education about the hidden aspects of mental processes.
Moreover, the substantial use of the IAT in research in a
wide range of fields including clinical, organizational, educational, medical, business, and legal contexts demonstrates its viability. However, it is our hope that a better
method will replace the IAT, and we urge such development.
Given the large number of studies available in the intergroup domain alone, this meta-analysis was selected to
produce a quantitative summary of this field. However, a
wealth of work has been generated on the relationship
between implicit measures and behavior in other domains
such as the diagnosis of clinical conditions, consumer preferences, and political behavior. Our hope is that in the future
new meta-analyses will be conducted in these and other
areas, and their results will inform and constrain the findings obtained in the present project. Specifically, it would
be important to investigate whether the theoretical findings
derived from this review of studies in the area of intergroup
relations are applicable to implicit social cognition in general. For now, we look forward to new empirical evidence
being created in accordance with the methodological recommendations prescribed here. Such new studies will no
doubt go a long way toward furthering our understanding of
the relationship between implicit cognition and behavior in
the intergroup domain.
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